Letter of Registration and Return
August 2011
TO ALL SINGULAR as well as Nobles and Gentles and others to whom these presents shall
Come, Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd,
Fleur-de-Lis Principal Herald and King of Arms of the Realm and Empire of Adria sendeth Greetings.

APPOINTMENT OF MINISTER
Dame Antonia Lopez has been named Codex Herald. Dame Antonia shall be the Chief College of Arms
Minister in charge of the Database operations and information. In just two months Dame Antonia has proved
herself to be a volunteer extraordanare, of the likes I have only experienced twice in my entire Adrian
experience.
I wish to personally thank her for her help and determination with this project, she has reduced my projected
finish date by at least 2/3rds. She is also proving to be a pretty sharp herald too!

DATABASE PROJECT
I have to say “ Love It”. After putting out a request Empire wide only two people responded to help with
inputting. At present information for Albion, Somerset, York, Umbria, Constantinople, Terre Neuve have been
entered. As has been repeatly mentioned, when we go live, we will still be missing a lot of pictures yet the
written information will still be displayed and searchable. Not to much longer, I promise.
Thank you Sir Terrin!

First Annual Conclave of the College of Arms
Well through all the trials and tribulations we had it. It is obvious that we still have some work to go in order to
make collective decision making within the College a feasible reality. With out proper microphones utilizing the
online class environment with the mixture of text and voice did not work well and led to struggled
communications. Which is after all the true purpose of such an idea in making the College a collective decision
making body. Unless everyone is on the same technological playing field I do not believe the online meetings
will be the proper tool for this venture. Based on recommendations from the meeting I am looking at varied
means in utilizing the yahoo group to assist in this area.
Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd
Fleur-de-Lis King of Arms

The College of Arms of The Adrian Empire
UNTO ALL AND SINGULAR as well Nobles and Gentles as others to whom these presents shall come, Prince
Fleur--deL’Bet’e deAcmd,Knight Champion, Knight Premier, alias Fleur
de-Lis principal Herald and King of Arms of the
Realm and Empire of Adria sendeth Greeting.
A CALL has been heard from throughout the Empire of Adria.
Regarding the service of

Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd
late of Cyprus, to The Adrian Empire;
WHEREAS anciently from the beginning the valiant and virtuous acts of worthy persons have been commended
commended
to the world with sundry monuments and remembrances of their good deeds, amongst which the chief and most
usual has been the bearing of signs upon the shield shaped devices called “Arms” which are curdent
demonstrations of Knightly virtues. Even so
so hath the same been and yet is continually observed to the end that
such as have done commendable service to their Country or Empire either in war or peace may both receive due
and
d for ever.
honor in their lives and derive the same successively unto their posterity an
WHEREUPON the passing of such an individual leaves an indelible mark upon the Empire and a void in the
place where our loved one has been, We the duly delegated representative of the College of Arms have made
search and do find, the service to the Empire of Adria and to its subjects by Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of
Boyd was exemplary.
THE NINE WORTHIES of history do shine as examples of honor, chivalry, courage, dedication, virtue and
valor. The arms of the worthies are forever held above all others as such examples and may be born by hopefuls
upon the field of honor until such time as the rights of the armiger are bestowed upon them.
FURTHERMORE with the Order of the Worthies of Adria being the only order created and recognized solely
by the Adrian College of Arms, We do hereby and herewith declare Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd a
Premier Member of the Adrian Worthies.
TO HONOR Sir
Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd in perpetuity and by virtue of the authority vested in me by
the Adrian Empire College of Arms, we hold the arms of Sir Ulis Rowden Blackarrow of Boyd being:

“Sable, upon a bend between two bows facing sinister Or a arrow bendwise sable.
to be forever elevated and protected as “Worthy”, to be born by hopefuls upon the field of honor, should they
have no registered arms of their own.
By Our hand this eleventh day of August, 2011 anno domini,
Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd,
Fleurleur-dede-lis King of Arms
Imperial Sovereign of Arms

REGISTERED
ALBION
Alexandria

Device
Argent, a cauldron sable and in chief a heart gules.

Carpbashark

Device
Quarterly gules and sable, a escallop within a bordure Or charged with a orle sable.

BISQAIA
Order of the Pegasus

Badge
Azure, a pegasus rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent.

Order of the Mermaid

Badge
Azure, a mermaid in her vanity and in chief three crosses fluery argent.

Order of the Griffins Heart
Badge
Azure, a gryphon sergeant and in chief three crosses fluery argent.
Order of the Golden spoon
Badge
Argent, upon a pale azure a spoon Or within a bordure sable.
Order of the Dragon

Badge
Azure, a dragon rampant and in chief three crosses fluery argent.

Order of the Centaur

Badge
Azure, a centaur and in chief three crosses fluery argent.

Order of the Alphyn

Badge
Azure, a alphyn and in chief three crosses fluery argent.

Order of the Phoenix

Badge
Azure, a phoenix and in chief three crosses fluery argent.

Edward DuBois

Device
Per pale vert and azure, upon a bordure Or a sword sable.

CONSTANTINOPLE
Trevlin

Device
Per pale per fess sinister purpure, Or and argent, a latin cross barbed surmounted by a
lating cross barbed bendwise voided sable.

Cait de La Roche

Device
Purpure, a pale and chief argent overall a vine with leaves palewise vert.

ROANOKE
Order of the Ermine

Device
Quarterly in 1 and 4 pean in 2 and 3 Gules, a crown Or enfiled by a sword Proper, on a
chief embattled Or, three Maltase crosses Gules.

Amon Vonder Scheisshaus
Device
Azure, a tower and on a chief embattled Or three crescents azure.

Riddar bohdan Celtbane
Device
Quarterly sable and Or, in two and three a anvil sable.

CATALONIA
Catalonia

Flag
Per fess wavy argent and purpure, a dragons head couped contourne purpure.

TERRE NEUVE
NEUVE
Elizabeth Broad

Device
Or, a maunch azure with a hand argent maintaining a bow countourne within a bordure
engrailed azure.

Cormac the Red

Device
Per bend azure and Or, a harp counterchanged.

REINSTATED
BRANDENBURG
Edward de la Pole

Device
Gules, a chevron and in chief a rose argent.

RETURNS
Order of the Unicorn
Badge
Azure, a unicorn argent and in chief three crosses fluery.
Conflict: only one CD is granted for changing one set of charge types, arrows to crosses.
Azure, a unicorn argent, and in sinister chief three arrows fesswise points to dexter Or [D- Jeannee Marie de
Treson, Umbr]

Angelina Consuelo MacCampell
Gules, A unicorn salient argent.

Device

Conflict: only one CD of difference by posture. Unicorns and horses are two indistinguishable to count as
charge differences. Maji Bavol Ibin Rosalia Esperance
Device Gules, a horse passant Argent

Draco Darkfire

Device
Vert, a dragon passant Or.

Conflict: only one CD for difference of posture. Dragons Mist, Historical Vert, a dragon Or.

Timothy the Procastinator
Device
Azure, in saltire a rose argent slipped and leaved Or with a sword proper.
Conflict: Only one CD for difference of changing a charge (sword to rose) tinctures and arrangement are the
same. Minister of Joust and War, Castilles Device Azure, two swords proper in saltire

